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I. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
a. Nature of the Case. 
This is the responsive brief of the Respondent, Idaho Transportation Department. 
George 1. Besaw, Jr. initially asked the Idaho Transportation Department for hearing on a 
proposed Administrative License Suspension pursuant to I.C. § 18-8002A(7) as a result 
of his failure of an evidentiary test for breath alcohol concentration. The Department's 
Hearing Official, David J. Baumann determined that the requirements for suspension of 
Mr. Besaw's driving privileges set forth in I.C. § 18-8002A were complied with and Mr. 
Besaw should have his driving privileges suspended for ninety days as a result of having 
failed an evidentiary test for alcohol concentration. Mr. Besaw requested that the District 
Court review the decision of the Department's Administrative Hearing Official. 
Upon Judicial Review, the District Court sustained the decision of the 
Department's Hearing Official, concluding that Mr. Besaw had not met his burden to 
demonstrate that any conditions pursuant to I.C. § 18-8002A(7) had occurred. 
Mr. Besaw appeals from the District Court's decision. 
b. Party References. 
The Idaho Transportation Department is referred to as the "Department" for 
purposes of this argument. Mr. Besaw is specifically referred to by name. Where 
"driver" is used, it is in reference to a hypothetical or to drivers generally. 
c. Reference to the Administrative Record. 
The references to the Department's Administrative Record are made to the 
Appellate Record page number not the Administrative Record page number. The 
Transcript of the Administrative hearing is included in the Record on Appeal as an 
exhibit. The transcript of that hearing is referred to as the Administrative License 
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Suspension Transcript (ALS Tr.) by page and number. A video recording of the 
circumstances of the administration of breath alcohol testing was made an Exhibit to the 
Administrative Record and is referred to as ALS Exhibit K. 
d. Factual Statement and Procedural History. 
On January 16, 2011 at approximately 0220 hours, Idaho State Police Trooper 
Jeffory Talbott stopped a white 1995 Ford F150 for failure to maintain its lane of travel 
and failure to signal while traveling southbound on 21 st Street, near 16th Avenue, 
Lewiston, Idaho, Nez Perce County. 
Trooper Talbott made contact with the driver later identified as George 1. Besaw, 
Jr. Trooper Talbott smelled a strong odor of an alcoholic beverage coming from the 
vehicle and noticed Mr. Besaw's eyes to be bloodshot. Trooper Talbott asked Mr. Besaw 
to perform some standard field sobriety evaluations. Mr. Besaw performed and failed the 
field sobriety tests CR. p. 075). 
Trooper Talbott observed Mr. Besaw for more than 15 minutes prior to 
administering the Lifeloc FC20 breath test. Trooper Talbott also advised Mr. Besaw of 
the ALS Notice pursuant to I.C. § lS-S002A (R. p. 075). 
Trooper Talbott initiated the Lifeloc FC20 and asked Mr. Besaw to provide breath 
alcohol samples. Mr. Besaw's breath alcohol results were .219 and .201 (R. p. 072). 
Mr. Besaw timely requested a hearing before the Department's Hearing Official 
David 1. Baumann which was held on February S, 2011. 
The Hearing Official issued his Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and 
Order on March 4, 2011 wherein the suspension of Mr. Besaw's driving privileges was 
sustained CR. pp. 203-222). 
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Mr. Besaw then timely filed a Petition for Judicial Review (R. pp. 238-242). 
The District Court after entertaining briefing and oral argument sustained the 
Department's Hearing Official's suspension ofMr. Besaw's driving privileges. 
Mr. Besaw timely filed his Notice of Appeal. 
The suspension of Mr. Besaw's driving privileges has been stayed pending 
Judicial Review. 
II. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE ISSUES ON APPEAL 
Mr. Besaw identifies six issues on appeal. Each have been recharacterized and 
will be individually addressed. 
a) Mr. Besaw has not met his burden to show that the evidentiary test for 
breath alcohol content did not comply with I.C. § 18-8004. 
b) The performance verification of the Lifeloc FC20 was sufficient. 
c) The 15 minute pretest observation period was sufficient. 
d) Mr. Besaw was properly informed of the consequences of submitting to an 
evidentiary test. 
e) Due Process exists in the ALS Hearing process. 
f) The State complied with Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84. 
III. STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Idaho Code § 18-8002A(7) sets out the burden of the driver to demonstrate to the 
Hearing Official that driving privileges should be reinstated because: 
(a) The peace officer did not have legal cause to stop the person; or 
(b) The officer did not have legal cause to believe the person had been 
driving or was in actual physical control of a vehicle while under the 
influence of alcohol, drugs or other intoxicating substances in violation 
of the provisions of section 18-8004, 18-8004C or 18-8006, Idaho 
Code; or; 
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(c) The test results did not show an alcohol concentration or the presence 
of drugs or other intoxicating substances in violation of section 18-
8004, 18-8004C or 18-8006, Idaho Code; or 
(d) The tests for alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxicating 
substances administered at the direction of the peace officer were not 
conducted in accordance with the requirements of section 18-8004(4), 
Idaho Code, or the testing equipment was not functioning properly 
when the test was administered; or 
(e) The person was not informed of the consequences of submitting to 
evidentiary testing as required in subsection (2) of this section. 
The burden of proof rests on the driver to prove any of the grounds to vacate the 
suspension of Idaho Code § 18-8002A(7), Kane v. State, Dept. of Transp., 139 Idaho 
586, 83 P.3d 130 at 143 (Ct. App. 2003). 
The review of disputed issues of fact must be confined to the agency record for 
judicial review. Idaho Code § 67-5277. 
Idaho Code § 67-5279(1) sets out the scope of review. "The Court shall not 
substitute its judgment for that of the agency as to the weight of the evidence on 
questions of fact." Howard v. Canyon County Bd of Com 'rs, 128 Idaho 479, 915 P.2d 
709 (1996). 
Idaho Code § 67-5279(3) provides: 
When the agency was required by the provisions of this chapter or by 
other provision of law to issue an order, the court shall affirm the agency 
action unless the court finds that the agency's findings, inferences, 
conclusions or decisions are: 
(a) in violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; 
(b) in excess of the statutory authority of the agency; 
(c) made upon unlawful procedure; 
(d) not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole; or 
(e) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. 
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The appropriate remedy pursuant to the Idaho Administrative Procedures Act is: 
" ... if the agency action is not affirmed, it shall be set aside, in whole or in part and 
remanded for further proceedings as necessary." Idaho Code § 67-5279(3). 
The decision of the Transportation Department must be affirmed unless the order 
violates statutory or constitutional provisions, exceeds the agency's authority, is made 
upon unlawful procedure, is not supported by substantial evidence or is arbitrary, 
capricious or an abuse of discretion, Marshall v. Department of Transp., 137 Idaho 337, 
48 P.3d 666 (2002). The party challenging the agency decision must demonstrate that the 
agency erred in a manner specified in I.C. § 67-5279(3) and that a substantial right of that 
party has been prejudiced. Druffel v. State, Dept. of Transp., 136 Idaho 853, 41 P. 3d 739 
(2002). 
Appellate review of the District Court's decision requires the Court to review 
"the agency record independently of the District Court's decision", Marshall v. Dept. of 
Transp. 137 Idaho 337,340,48 P.3d 666,669 (Ct. App. 2002). 
IV. ARGUMENT 
a. Mr. Besaw has not met his burden to show that the evidentiary test for 
breath alcohol content did not comply with I C. § 18-8004. 
Mr. Besaw suggests that the Idaho State Police's Breath Alcohol Standard 
Operating Procedures (IBASOP) do not comply with the requirements of I.C. § 18-8004 
and therefore a violation ofLC. § 18-8002A(7) has occurred. 
Mr. Besaw's argument is premised on evidence, an exchange of emails about the 
most recent amendments of the ISP breath alcohol standards, arguably demonstrates that 
there is no scientific basis for the Idaho Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedures. 
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Mr. Besaw doesn't challenge the science of the standards, he offers no testimony 
of a forensic toxicologist or an alcohol testing specialist who could demonstrate first for 
the Hearing Official then for the Court, how it is that the Idaho State Police's breath 
testing standards do not meet the statutory provisions of I.C. § 18-8004. 
In the Administrative License Suspension process the admissibility of results of 
the breath alcohol testing is not before the Hearing Official, nor was there a challenge to 
the Record that was created before the Department's Hearing Official. I 
I I.e. § 18-8004 provides that if the test for alcohol concentration has been approved by the Idaho State 
Police then the test result is admissible without any other evidentiary requirement to establish the reliability 
of the testing procedure. 
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Mr. Besaw did not specifically object to the Hearing Official's consideration of 
the breath alcohol test results and did not attempt to demonstrate that the test results or 
the breath testing equipment were not reliable. Mr. Besaw simply argues first to the 
Hearing Official and then to the Court that the IBASOPs do not meet the requirement of 
I.C. § 18-8004. The Hearing Official made specific findings considering Mr. Besaw's 
arguments about the Idaho Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedures.2 
Mr. Besaw also appears to be making a due process or equal protection argument 
that was not made to the Hearing Official or to the District Court as to the standards, Bell 
v. Idaho Transp. Dept. 151 Idaho 659,262 P.3d 1030 (Ct. App. 2011). 
However, it is not the Idaho Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedures that 
Mr. Besaw challenges. It is only by a non linear argument that Mr. Besaw argues that he 
met his burden to show that the evidentiary test was not administered in accordance with 
7.5 IDAP A Rule 11.03.01.011.02 sets forth that all policies, trammg manuals, approval of 
instruments, and/or certifications of officers in effect when the alcohol program was managed by 
the Department of Health and Welfare shall continue to be in effect in the Idaho State Police until 
the policy, training manual, approval and/or certification is changed or deleted by the Idaho State 
Police. 
7.6 IDAPA Rule 11.03.01.03 provides that breath tests shall be administered in conformity with 
standards established by the Department. Standards shall be developed for each type of breath 
testing instrument used in Idaho, and such standards shall be issued in the form of standard 
operating procedures and training manuals. 
7.7 I.e. § 18-8004(4) provides that the results of any test for alcohol concentration and records 
relating to calibration, approval, certification, or quality control performed by a laboratory 
operated or approved by the Idaho State Police shall be admissible in any proceedings in this state 
without the necessity of producing a witness to establish the reliability of the testing procedure for 
examination. 
7.8 The Idaho State Police Forensic Services is responsible for the breath alcohol testing program in 
the State of Idaho, and thus, has the sole authority to implement, revise or modify the standards as 
set forth in the Standard Operating Procedure and Training Manuals. 
7.9 Finally, the Idaho State Police Forensic Services is dedicated to providing forensic science 
services to the criminal justice system of Idaho, they are the administrative body for the breath 
alcohol testing program per IDAPA Rule 11.03.01, and as such, the Standard Operating Procedure 
and all training manuals shall be relied upon in the determination of breath alcohol analysis in 
Idaho. 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order, p. 19, R. pp. 220-221. 
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the requirements of I.e. § 18-8004. Mr. Besaw argues that there were apparently "non 
scientists" talking about the potential effect of the language of the Standard Operating 
Procedures. Mr. Besaw does not demonstrate that the science of the Standard Operating 
Procedure is in any way not accurate or not appropriate. A careful review of the 
IBASOP's August 20,2010, the November 2010 revisions and those standards in effect 
in January of 2012 (see Appendix 1) demonstrates that this alleged wide scale dumbing 
down of the standards simply didn't occur. But more importantly there is nothing in this 
Record to suggest that there is any lack of science or that in some way the existing 
science employed by the Idaho State Police doesn't support the presently existing 
standards.3 
See for example FN 3 page 14 of Mr. Besaw's Appellate Brief comparing the August 20, 2010 Standard 
Operating Procedure 6.2 with the November 1, 2010, Standard Operating Procedure 6.2, where the only 
difference is the elimination of the names of the breath testing devices, a difference without a distinction. 
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Mr. Besaw is asking that the Court consider the administrative process of the 
Idaho State Police in an administrative proceeding involving the Idaho Transportation 
Department. It is the Idaho State Police that adopts the standards consistent with I.C. § 
18-8004. 4 Consistent with that rule making authority the Idaho State Police have adopted 
standards for performing breath alcohol testing, IDAPA 11.03.01.014. 5 
41.C. § 18-8002A(3)(a) & (b) provide: 
Rulemaking authority of the Idaho state police. The Idaho state police may, pursuant to chapter 52, 
title 67, Idaho Code, prescribe by rule: 
(a) What testing is required to complete evidentiary testing under this section; and 
(b) What calibration or checking of testing equipment must be performed to comply with the 
department's requirements. Any rules of the Idaho state police shall be in accordance with the 
following: a test for alcohol concentration in breath as defined in section 18-8004, Idaho Code, 
and subsection (1 )( e) of this section will be valid for the purposes of this section if the breath 
alcohol testing instrument was approved for testing by the Idaho state police in accordance with 
section 18-8004, Idaho Code, at any time within ninety (90) days before the evidentiary testing. A 
test for alcohol concentration in blood or urine as defined in section 18-8004, Idaho Code, that is 
reported by the Idaho state police or by any laboratory approved by the Idaho state police to 
perform this test will be valid for the purposes of this section. (Emphasis Added.) 
5 IDAPA 11.03.01.014 provides: 
014. REQUIREMENTS FOR PERFORMING BREATH ALCOHOL TESTING. 
01. Instruments. Each breath testing instrument model shall be approved by the 
department and shall be listed in the "Conforming Products List of Evidential Breath Measurement 
Devices" published in the Federal Register by the United States Department of Transportation as 






Report. Each direct breath testing instrument shall report alcohol concentration as 
alcohol per two hundred ten (210) liters of breath. 
03. Administration. Breath tests shall be administered in conformity with standards 
established by the department. Standards shall be developed for each type of breath testing instrument 
used in Idaho, and such standards shall be issued in the form of analytical methods and standard operating 
procedures. (4-7-11) 
04. Training. Each individual operator shall demonstrate that he has sufficient training to 
operate the instrument correctly. This shall be accomplished by successfully completing a training 
course approved by the department. Officers must retrain periodically as required by the department. 
(7-1-93) 
05. Checks. Each breath testing instrument shall be checked on a schedule 
established by the Department for accuracy with a simulator solution provided by or approved by the 





Records. All records regarding maintenance and results shall be retained for three (3) 
07. Deficiencies. Failure to meet any of the conditions listed in Sections 013 and 014. Any 
laboratory or breath testing instrument may be disapproved for failure to meet one (I) or more of the 
requirements listed in sections 013 and 014, and approval may be withheld until the deficiency is 
corrected. 
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It is not clear from Mr. Besaw's characterization of the issue what relief Mr. 
Besaw seeks as a result of this argument. Mr. Besaw would seem to seek a declaration 
that the Idaho Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedures are invalid. I.e. § 67-5255 
provides for an administrative declaratory judgment process to challenge the 
administrative action of a state agency. Ruling on an administrative action of the ISP is 
not for the Transportation Department's Hearing Official nor is Idaho State Police's 
decision making before the Court on Judicial Review of Mr. Besaw's Administrative 
License Suspension by the Department. 
There is no challenge to the reliability of the IBASOP's, there is only what can be 
best characterized as a collateral attack on the procedures of the ISP before the 
Department's Hearing Official. 
Mr. Besaw's collateral challenge to the ISP's administrative action IS not 
permitted by Judicial Review of the Department's Hearing Official's decision. 
Mr. Besaw has failed to meet his burden to show that there is some deficiency in 
the administration of the evidentiary test for alcohol concentration pursuant to I.C. § 18-
8002A(7). 
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h. The performance verification of the Lifeloc FC20 was sufficient. 
The Hearing Official and the District Court upon review made appropriate 
findings regarding the application of the IBA SOP .20 solution performance verification.6 
It is clear that the standards themselves do not require a performance verification 
using a .20 solution upon a driver demonstrating a breath alcohol result greater than .20.7 
There is no question that a .20 performance verification occurred in January 2011 
as required by the IBASOP CR. p. 073). Additionally, there is nothing in the Record that 
5.3 The Standard Operating Procedure at section 5.1.3 sets forth that a performance verification check 
of the Lifeloc FC20 breath testing instrument using a 0.08 or .20 performance verification solution 
must be performed within 24 hours, before or after a subject test to be approved for evidentiary 
use. 
5.5 It is clear and undisputed that the calibration check for the Lifeloc FC20 testing instrument fell 
within the 24 hour window. 
5.7 At section 5.104, a 0.20 performance verification should be run and the results logged once per 
calendar month. 
5.9 At 5.104.1, the 0.20 performance verification solution should not be used routinely for this 
purpose. 
5. 1 o Pursuant to section 5.1.3, an acceptable performance verification may be run using wither the .080 
or 0.20 performance verification solution within 24 hours. 
5.11 Contrary to argument, the Standard Operating Procedure is absent of any mandatory requirement 
that only a 0.20 performance verification check should be run on test results in excess of .200, but 
rather the 0.20 performance verification check should be ran once per calendar month as was done 
in January 2011 pursuant to the Instrument Operations Log. 
5. 12Further, the Standard Operating Procedure does allow for a 0.08 performance verification check to 
be run to support a blow in excess of .200. 
5.15The breath testing instrument was properly calibrated and approved for evidentiary testing of 
alcohol concentration, and the testing instrument was functioning accurately at the time of breath-
testing. 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order, R. pp. 217-218. 
5.1.3 A performance verification of the Alco-Sensor and Lifeloc FC20 instruments using a 0.08 or 0.20 
performance verification solution must be performed within 24 hours, before or after an evidentiary test to 
be approved for evidentiary use. Multiple breath alcohol test may be covered by a single performance 
verification. Reference 5.104.1 for clarification on the use of the 0.20 solution in this capacity. 
5.1.3.1 A 0.08 performance verification solution should be replaced with fresh solution approximately 
every 25 verifications or every calendar month, whichever comes first. 
4.104 A 0.20 performance verification should be run and results logged once per calendar month and 
replaced with fresh solution approximately every 25 verifications or until it reaches its expiration date, 
whichever comes first. 
6.0 Idaho Standard Operating Procedure Breath Alcohol Testing p.l O. 
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suggests that the breath testing instrument was not working properly at the time of Mr. 
Besaw was tested. 
Mr. Besaw refers to "linearity" (Appellant's Brief p. 18) without explaining for 
the Court what the term means and then engages in a non linear attempt to disambiguate 
the ambiguity he has created. 
Mr. Besaw really makes a policy argument that the Lifeloc FC20 performance 
verifications should be performed differently without providing any expert testimony 
demonstrating a scientific foundation as to why the .20 solution performance verification 
should be utilized as Mr. Besaw suggests. At a minimum based upon Mr. Besaw's 
arguments, the Hearing Official would be entitled to anticipate that Mr. Besaw would 
make an offer of proof of the science associated with the necessity of a .20 solution 
performance verification when an evidentiary test result is greater than .20. 
There is substantial evidence in the Record to support the Hearing Official's 
Findings of Fact and Conclusion of Law. Mr. Besaw failed to meet his burden to 
demonstrate that the tests were not conducted in compliance with I.C. § 18-8004. 
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c. The 15 minute pretest monitoring period was sufficient. 
The Department's Hearing Official found that Trooper Talbott waited more than 
15 minutes prior to the administration of the breath alcohol testing (Findings 4.4 R. p. 
215).8 
It is clear from the video of Mr. Besaw's stop and field testing that Trooper 
Talbott started his watch at 36:45 and administered the breath test at 52:30 (ALS Exhibit 
K). The time or duration of the pretest monitoring was approximately 16 minutes and 14 
seconds. 
A pretest monitoring ('waiting period' or 'observation period', as the term is used 
interchangeably) period is required, "prior to evidentiary breath alcohol breath testing the 
subject/individual should be monitored for at least 15 minutes." IBASOP §6.1. The 
requirement of a 15 minute pretest monitoring period has not changed but the 
circumstances of the waiting period now should be considered in light of the other 
provisions of the Idaho Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedures. 
This is not a case where the Hearing Official only had before him Trooper 
Talbott's sworn Affidavit that he had complied with the Idaho State Police's Standard 
In Bennett v. State of Idaho, Department of Transportation, 147 Idaho 141 (App. 2009), 
the Court of Appeals clarified that during the IS-minute observation period " ... [T]he 
level of surveillance must be such as could reasonably be expected to accomplish the 
purpose of the requirement. In light of the purposes of the requirement, 'observation' can 
include not only visual observation but use of other senses as well. So long as the officer 
is continually in position to use his senses, not just sight, to determine that the defendant 
did not belch, burp or vomit during the observation period, the observation complies with 
the training manual instructions. In this regard, the officer need not 'stare fixedly' at the 
subject for the entire observation period." Based on the record and a review of the 
video/audio recording of the investigation, it has not been definitively shown that Officer 
Montgomery did not follow the requisite procedures regarding the IS-minute observation 
period. Brief conversations by Platz with a backup officer did not significantly impede 
the ability of Officer Montgomery to monitor Platz at the scene. 
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order, Finding 4.6, p. 5, R. 049. 
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Operating Procedures. The Hearing Official had the video recording of the 
circumstances of the stop, the administration of the field sobriety tests, the 15 minute 
monitoring period, and the administration of the breath alcohol testing (ALS Exhibit K). 
The 15 minute pretest monitoring period requires Trooper Talbott to observe Mr. 
Besaw in such a way that an event does not occur which would contaminate a breath 
sample with "mouth alcohol". The Idaho State Police describe the circumstances of that 
waiting period in the Standard Operating Procedures. 
During the monitoring period the subjectlindividual should not be allowed to 
smoke, eat, drink, belch, burp, vomit or regurgitate. SOP 6.1.4. The operator must be 
alert for these events influencing the accuracy of the breath alcohol test (Appendix 1). 
The Standard Operating Procedures direct that the operator "must be aware of the 
possible presence of mouth alcohol as indicated by the testing instrument." The 
sufficiency of the pretest monitoring period is a factual question and must be considered 
in light of the Record before the Hearing Official. When the Idaho Appellate Court was 
deciding State v. Carson, 133 Idaho 451, 988 P.2d 225 (et. App. 1999) or State v. 
DeFranco, 143 Idaho 335, 144 P.3d 40 (Ct. App. 2006), a video recording of the pretest 
monitoring was not available. Further, the IBASOP did not contemplate consideration of 
the relationship of the breath sample results. It is comparing apples and oranges to 
suggest that the same analysis of the operating and training manuals then existing and the 
Standard Operating Procedures as they exist now, produces the same results as those 
early breath testing cases. 
If during the 15 minute pretest monitoring period the subject vomits or 
regurgitates material from the stomach into the subject's breath pathway, then the 15 
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minute waiting period must begin agam, SOP 6.1.4.2. The Standard Operating 
Procedures don't require an additional 15 minute waiting period if a belch or burp occurs. 
If there is any doubt about an event which would introduce mouth alcohol, the 
officer should look to the results of the evidentiary tests for evidence of potential mouth 
alcohol contamination, SOP 6.1.4.3. Should the breath alcohol results corroborate within 
.02, such correlation is evidence of the absence of mouth alcohol, SOP 6.2.2.2 (emphasis 
added). The Hearing Official's finding that Trooper Talbott was properly alert and aware 
is supported by substantial evidence in the Record CR. p. 215).9 
The Standard Operating Procedures now direct that if there is any question as to 
the events occurring during the 15 minute pretest monitoring period, the police officer 
should look at the results of the duplicate breath samples for evidence of potential alcohol 
contamination, SOP 6.1.4.3. 
If the results of the duplicate breath samples correlate within 0.02, then the breath 
test results are indicative of no "alcohol contamination in the subject's breath pathways 
and that a consistent sample was delivered" eliminating factors or events which might 
9 
4.11 Tpr. Talbott's sworn statement and the DVD recording provide no evidence that Besaw burped or 
vomited prior to the breath test, or that Besaw admitted to Tpr. Talbott of burping or vomiting 
prior to commencement of the breath test. 
4.17 During the observation period and after the mouth check the DVD recording depicts very minimal 
radio communication or verbal communication from other people which would distract Tpr. 
Talbott from using all his senses while monitoring Besaw. 
4.18 Besaw and Tpr. Talbott are continually conversing back and forth, thus a reasonable inference can 
be made that Tpr. Talbott was continually in a position to use all his senses and to determine that 
Besaw did nothing to invalidate the evidentiary testing procedure. 
4.19 Additionally, the CD Rom recording is absent of any evidence to support the notion that Besaw 
burped, belched or vomited. 
4.20 Besaw was within Tpr. Talbott's vision and close proximity during the entire observation period. 
4.22 Based on Tpr. Talbott's sworn statement asserting that he conducted the 15 minute observation 
period, the DVD Rom recording supporting a 16 minute observation period, and with insufficient 
evidence presented refuting the observation period, a reasonable inference favors the notion that a 
valid 15 minute observation period was performed and completed. 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order, R. pp. 214-216. 
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affect the test result, SOP 6.2.2.2. 10 
The Hearing Official had no testimony from Mr. Besaw as to the circumstances of 
the administration of the test which requires the Hearing Official to weigh the evidence. 11 
Mr. Besaw simply argues for a factual finding different than that of the Hearing 
Official. The Hearing Official is entitled to adopt a factual finding consistent with the 
record he had before him. The Hearing Official did not have any testimony contrary to 
what he observed in the video recording. Mr. Besaw is just asking the Court to second 
guess the Hearing Official to find upon review of the same facts that a different 
conclusion should be made, Howard at p. 480. 
Here, the Hearing Official's conclusion that Trooper Talbott was able to use his 
senses of sight, smell and hearing could be employed is supported by the video recording 
(ALS Exhibit K). There was a sufficient level of surveillance as could reasonably be 
10 
II 
If the officer does not suspect mouth alcohol was present and the sample variability was 
due to a lack of subject cooperation then the samples can be considered valid if all three 
samples are above a per se limit for prosecution. Only if the three samples fall outside 
the .02 correlation and the officer suspects that mouth alcohol could have been a 
contributing factor then a new 15 minute monitoring period should occur, SOP 6.2.2.3. 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order, R. p. 214 & p. 216. 
4.10 Based on Tpr. Talbott's sworn statement asserting that he conducted the 15 minute 
observation period, the DVD Rom recording supporting a 16 minute observation period, and 
with insufficient evidence presented refuting the observation period, a reasonable inference 
favors the notion that a valid 15 minute observation period was performed and completed. 
4.21 One of the purposes for two breath samples separated by a difference of .02 or less is to refute 
the presence of mouth alcohol as was the case in Besaw's breath testing procedure. 
4.22 Based on Tpr. Talbott's sworn statement asserting that he conducted the 15 minute 
observation period, the DVD Rom recording supporting a 16 minute observation period, and 
with insufficient evidence presented refuting the observation period, a reasonable inference 
favors the notion that a valid 15 minute observation period was performed and completed. 
4.23 From a weighted evidence standard in support of the driver, the record in its entirety is 
lacking/deficient to discredit the officer's sworn statement and to provide a basis to deem the 
officer's evidence not credible. 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order, R. p. 216. 
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expected to accomplish the purpose of the requirement of a monitoring period to rule out 
the possibility that alcohol or other substances had been introduced in Mr. Besaw's 
mouth from outside by belching or regurgitation, Bennett v. State, Dept. of Transp., 147 
Idaho 141,206 P.3d 505 (Ct.App. 2009).12 
Additionally, the Hearing Official also considered the sufficiency of the 
monitoring period by the factual correlation by .02 of the breath test results. Here, the 
breath test results correlate within .02. There is a sufficient level of scrutiny without any 
suggestion of an event indicating that more time or additional scrutiny is required 
particularly when the test results correlate within .02. Nor is there testimony from Mr. 
Besaw that Mr. Besaw burped, belched or vomited. 
The record then consists of specific evidence that the breath tests were not 
affected by the presence of mouth alcohol particularly since the breath test results do not 
vary by more than .02.13 
Mr. Besaw can argue that particular facts means something different than the 
Hearing Official concluded, however the Hearing Official made specific factual 
determination that there was no evidence of an event which implicates Trooper Talbott's 
use of his senses. For example, Mr. Besaw emphasizes Trooper Talbott's conversation 
with other police officers present during the observation time. Mr. Besaw's conclusion is 
that Trooper Talbott's senses were impaired, however, Trooper Talbott and Mr. Besaw's 
12 
The Court of Appeals recently determined that a police officer who acknowledged that he 
had his back turned away from the test subject for a minute and a half continued to be in 
a position to use his senses to determine whether the subject "belched, burped or 
vomited" during the requisite time period, Wilkinson v. State, Dept. ofTransp., 151 Idaho 
784, 264 P.3d 680 (Ct.App. 2011). 
13 Results of .219 and .201 indicate a variance of less than 0.02 indicative of a breath alcohol test result 
unaffected by mouth alcohol (R. p. 072). 
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physical conduct is heard on the audio component of the video. There is nothing to 
suggest that an event which would have affected mouth alcohol occurred during that 
period of time, nor does Mr. Besaw testify that he coughed, belched, burped, vomited or 
regurgitated. 
The video recording reflects that at 36:45 Trooper Talbott checked Mr. Besaw's 
mouth and told him not to belch, burp or vomit. For the next 15 minutes you can hear the 
entirety of the observation (ALS Exhibit K). At no time was Trooper Talbott in a place 
where the use of all of his senses was implicated. 
During the period of time that Trooper Talbott may have had his eyes on another 
person for example, Trooper Talbott certainly had the opportunity to smell or hear any 
event which would have affected the mouth alcohol. 
Here, Mr. Besaw simply argues that there was a distraction which could have 
resulted in Trooper Talbott missing an event affecting breath alcohol but there is no event 
evidenced on the audio recording or testimony which supports the argument advanced by 
Mr. Besaw. In fact the video recording itself indicates that there was no event which 
would have affected the breath test occurred. The video recording provides substantial 
evidence of a sufficient monitoring period since no event occurred or is alleged to have 
occurred during the monitoring period. 14 
There is no factual question for the Hearing Official to resolve without any other 
testimony from Mr. Besaw as to an event indicating the presence of mouth alcohol 
contaminating the test result. 
14 The facts of Trooper Talbott's observation does not occur with Mr. Besaw and Trooper Talbott standing 
outside Trooper Talbott's vehicle. Trooper Talbott's testimony that he stood in the open back door of his 
vehicle while observing Mr. Besaw seated on the rear of the vehicle is unrefuted in this Record (ALS Tr. p. 
33 LL. 10-18). 
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The Hearing Official's Decision is to be based on something more than a 
"scintilla but less than a preponderance" (Masterson v. Idaho Dept. of Transp. 150 Idaho 
126,244 P.3d 625 at 627 (Ct.App. 2010). Trooper Talbott's Affidavit, the video of the 
circumstances of the administration of the breath alcohol test and the correlation of the 
breath alcohol test results are the substantial evidence upon which the Department's 
Hearing Official can base his conclusion that Mr. Besaw failed to meet his burden. 
The Hearing Official's Findings and Conclusions are based on substantial 
evidence in the Record. 15 
There is no reason based on this Record for the Court to substitute its judgment 
for that of the Hearing Official even if the Court would not have come to the same factual 
finding, were it the finder of fact, I.C. § 67-5279(1), Marshall v. Department of Transp., 
137 Idaho 337, 48 P.3d 666 (Ct. App. 2002). 
d. Mr. Besaw was properly informed of the consequences of submitting to an 
evidentiary test. 
Mr. Besaw was not misinformed of the consequences of an Administrative 
License Suspension. Mr. Besaw would appear to make two arguments. First, that he was 
not advised that his Commercial Driving Privileges could be affected by a failed 
evidentiary test. The disqualification of Mr. Besaw's Commercial Driving Privileges are 
15 
4.17 During the observation period and after the mouth check, the DVD recording depicts very minimal 
radio communication or verbal communication from other people which would distract Tpr. 
Talbott from using all his senses while monitoring Besaw. 
4.18 Besaw and Tpr. Talbott are continually conversing back and forth, thus a reasonable inference can 
be made that Tpr. Talbott was continually in a position to use all his senses and to determine that 
Besaw did nothing to invalidate the evidentiary testing procedure. 
4.19 Additionally, the CD Rom recording is absent of any evidence to support the notion that Besaw 
burped, belched or vomited. 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order, R. p. 215. 
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not before the Court at this time. Secondly, Mr. Besaw appears to make a separate 
argument that he was not properly advised because Trooper Talbott did not read him the 
entirety of the breath testing advisory. In spite of Mr. Besaw's argument, Trooper 
Talbott does not concur that he did not read the form properly. The resolution of that 
factual question should not be upset by the Court. Further, it is clear that the information 
required by I.C. § 18-8002A(2) was provided. 16 
It is not necessary that Mr. Besaw be informed verbatim only that he be 
substantially informed of the information contained in the advisory, HaZen v. State, 136 
Idaho 829, 41 P.3d 257 (2002). Further, there is no showing that Mr. Besaw was 
prejudiced or incorrectly relied on Trooper Talbott's "mistake" if any, to Mr. Besaw's 
detriment. The Hearing Official and District Court correctly separate the Administrative 
License Suspension from the Commercial Driver's License Disqualification, Wanner v. 
State, Dept. of Transp. , 150 Idaho 164,244 P.3d 1250 (2010). 
There is substantial evidence to support the Hearing Official's Findings of Fact 
and Conclusions of Law. 
e. Due Process exists in the ALS Hearing process. 
Mr. Besaw argues that generally the ALS proceedings do not provide sufficient 
due process. It is clear based upon this record that Mr. Besaw has been provided due 
process. The Idaho Courts had have little issue with the Due Process provided to drivers 
16 18-8002A(2) provides: 
Information to be given. At the time of evidentiary testing for concentration of alcohol, or for the presence 
of drugs or other intoxicating substances is requested, the person shall be informed that if the person 
refuses to submit to or fails to complete evidentiary testing, or if the person submits to and completes 
evidentiary testing and the test results indicate an alcohol concentration or the presence of drugs or other 
intoxicating substances in violation of section 18-8004, 18-8004C or 18-8006, Idaho Code, the person shall 
be informed substantially as follows (but need not be informed verbatim). 
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in the ALS setting, In re Suspension of Driver's License of Gibbar, 143 Idaho 937, 143 
Idaho 1176 (Ct.App.2006). 
Mr. Besaw fails to make an analysis of due process as contemplated by the Idaho 
Court's application of the Mathews decision. 17 
Mr. Besaw would seem to argue that the delay of the Hearing Official rendering 
his decision in some way impacted Mr. Besaw's driving privileges. It is clear that the 
Court granted an ex parte stay of the suspension. 18 
In no way were Mr. Besaw's driving privileges affected in anyway by any action 
of the Department of Transportation. Mr. Besaw may have a tenable claim if a stay was 
not entered and Mr. Besaw received a citation for driving without privileges 
demonstrating that his driving privileges had been affected and he continued to drive to 
his detriment, but those are not the facts here. Mr. Besaw did not suffer any damage or 
loss as a result of the Hearing Official's alleged lack of action. Nor is there any risk that 
Mr. Besaw would suffer an erroneous disqualification of his driving privileges under the 
Administrative License Suspension procedures. Mr. Besaw offers no additional facts or 
process for the Hearing Official's consideration. Since Mr. Besaw does not offer any 
alternative procedure, the Mathews analysis has not been met. There has been no 
17 
Due process generally requires consideration of three distinct factors: First, the private 
interest that will be affected by the official action; second, the risk of an erroneous 
deprivation of such interest through the procedures used, and the probable value, if any, 
of additional or substitute procedural safeguards; and finaIly, the Government's interest, 
including the function involved and the fiscal and administrative burdens that the 
additional or substitute procedural requirement would entail. 
Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 u.s. 319, 335, 96 S. Ct. 893, 903, 47 L. Ed. 2d 18 (1976). 
18 
The Department objected to the entry of a stay based upon the District Court's lack of jurisdiction, see State 
v. Johnson, 137 Idaho 656, 51 P.3d 1112 (2002). This is an argument when well made will appear as 
though the Department is attempting to have its cake and eat it too. The issue of the District Court's 
issuance of the stay will be reserved for another day. 
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demonstration that the delay by the Hearing Official was an undue delay that violated his 
due process rights, Bell v. Idaho Trans. Dept., 151 Idaho 659, 262 P.3d 1030 (et. App. 
201 I). 
A general due process challenge is not sufficient when not otherwise supported by 
the Mathews analysis. 
f. The State complied with Idaho Rule o/Civil Procedure 84. 
There is no support or authority that there was any consequence to Mr. Besaw for 
the Department's apparent untimeliness in lodging the record with the Court. 
Mr. Besaw does not make a procedural due process analysis consistent with 
Mathews nor does Mr. Besaw make a substantive due process argument. Mr. Besaw does 
not demonstrate any prejudice or that he was negatively affected by whatever 
untimeliness occurred in providing the Record to the Court occurred. 
There is no remedy available to Mr. Besaw at this time. 
V. CONCLUSION 
Mr. Besaw has failed to meet his burden pursuant to I.C. § 18-8002A(7). 
There is substantial competent evidence supporting the Department's Hearing 
Official's decision. 
There is no error in the District Court's decision sustaining the Hearing Official's 
decision. 
Mr. Besaw's driving privileges should be suspended for ninety days. 
Respectfully Submitted this __ day of September, 2012. 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
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APPENDIX 1 
6.0 Idaho Standard Operating Procedure 
Breath Alcohol Testing 
Idaho State Police 
Forensic Services 
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Glossary 
Approved Vendor: A source/provider/manufacturer of an approved premixed alcohol simulator solution shall be explicitly 
approved as a vendor of premixed alcohol simulator solutions for distribution within Idaho. 
Breath Alcohol Test: A series of separate breath samples provided during a breath testing sequence. 
Breath Alcohol Testing Sequence: A sequence of events as determined by the Idaho State Police Forensic Services, which 
may be directed by either the instrument or the Operator, but not both, and may consist of air blanks, performance 
verification, internal standard checks, and breath samples. 
Breath Testing Specialist (BTS): An Operator who has completed an advanced training class taught by an employee of the 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services. BTS certification is valid for 26 calendar months and expires on the last day of the 
26th month. 
Certificate of Analysis: A certificate stating that the premixed ethyl alcohol solutions used for performance verification have 
been tested and approved for use by the ISPFS. 
Certificate of Approval: A certificate stating that an individual breath alcohol testing instrument has been evaluated by the 
ISPFS and found to be suitable for forensic alcohol testing. The certificate bears the signature of an Idaho State Police 
Forensic Services Lab Manager, and the effective date of the instrument approval. 
Changeover Class: A training class for currently certified personnel during which they are taught theory, operation, and 
proper testing procedure for a new make or model of instrument being adopted by their agency. Breath Testing Specialists 
attend BTS training that qualifies them to perform BTS duties related to the instrument. 
Evidentiary Test: A breath test performed on a subject/individual for potential evidentiary or legal purposes. A distinction 
is made between evidentiary testing and community service or training tests performed with the instrument. 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS): Formerly known as the Bureau of Forensic Services, the ISPFS is dedicated 
to providing forensic science services to the criminal justice system of Idaho. ISPFS is the administrative body for the 
breath alcohol testing program per IDAPA 11.03.01. 
MIP/MIC: An abbreviation used to designate minor in possession or minor in consumption of alcohol. 
Operator Certification: The condition of having satisfied the training requirements for administering breath alcohol tests as 
established by the ISPFS. Operator certification is valid for 26 calendar months and expires on the last day of the 26th 
month. 
Operator: An individual certified by the ISPFS as qualified by training to administer breath alcohol tests. 
Operator Class: An ISPFS-approved training class for prospective or uncertified breath alcohol Operators. Currently 
certified Breath Testing Specialists may teach Operator classes. 
Performance Verification: A verification of the accuracy of the breath testing instrument utilizing a simulator and a 
performance verification solution. Performance verification should be reported to three decimal places. While ISPFS uses 
the term performance verification, manufacturers and others may use a term such as "calibration check" or "simulator check." 
Performance Verification Solution: A premixed ethyl alcohol solution used for field performance verifications. The 
solution is provided by and/or approved by ISPFS. 
Recertification Class: A training class for currently certified personnel, completion of which results in uninterrupted 
continuation of their Operator or BTS status for an additional 26 months. 
Waiting Period/Monitoring Period/Deprivation Period/Observation Period: 15-minute period prior to administering a 
breath alcohol test, in which an officer monitors the test subject/individual. 
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Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedure 
List of Revisions 
Topic 
Delete reference to ALS 
0.02/0.20 solutions 
Valid breath tests 
Ako-Sensor calibration checks 
lntoxilyzer 5000 Calibration Checks 
Effective June, 1996 
0.003 agreement 
Operators may run calibration checks 
Re-run a solution within 24 hours 
All 3 solutions run within a 24-hour period 
All 3 solutions run within a 24-hour period 
Re-running of a solution 
All solutions run within a 48-hour period 
Reference to "three" removed 
All 3 solutions run within a 48-hour period 
More than three calibration solutions 
Solution values no longer called in to BFS 
Ako-Sensor and Intoxilyzer 5000 
calibration check 
Calibration checks for the Intoxilyzer 5000 
Name change, all references made to the 
Bureau of Forensic Services were changed to 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services. 
Record Management 
Deleted sections on relocating, repairing, recalibrating, 
and loaning of instruments from previous revision. 
Date of Revision 
June 1, 1995 
June 1,1995 
October 23, 1995 
May 1, 1996 
May 1, 1996 
June 1, 1996 
July 1,1996 
September 6, 1996 
September 6, 1996 
September 6, 1996 
September 26, 1996 
September 26, 1996 
Oct. 8, 1996 
September 26, 1996 
October 8, 1996 
April 1, 1997 
August 1, 1998 
February 11, 1999 
August 1999 
August 1, 1999 
August 1, 1999 
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1.2, 2.1, 2.2 
3 
1.6 











Secti ons 1, 2, 3 
2.1.4, 2.2.3, 2.2.4, 2.2.5 
And 2.2.10 
2.1.3,2.1.4.1,2.1.9 
Alco-Sensor and Intoxilyzer 5000 calibration checks 
Deleted sections on blood and urine samples 
for alcohol determination 
Operator certification record management 
Reformat numbering 
Requirement for running 0.20 simulator solution 
Changed 3-sample to "two print cards". 
Deleted "simulator port" and "two print cards". 
Simulator temperature changed from "should" 
to "must". 
Clarification of 0.20 calibration checks. 
Added the Lifeloc FC20 
Deleted requirement that the new instrument 
utilize the same technology if the BTS is currently 
certified 
Modified the accepted range for simulator solutions to 
+/- 10%, eliminating the +/- 0.01 provision. Added 
"Established target values may be different 
from those shown on the bottle label" 
Added Lifeloc FC20 calibration checks 
Intoxilyzer 5000 calibration is now section 2.3 
Modified to specifically allow use of the 0.20 
during subject testing 
General reformat for clarification. Combined 
Alcosensor and Lifeloc sections. Specifically, 
changed calibration requirement using the 0.20 
reference solution from four (4) checks to two (2). 
Clarification: a "calibration check" consists of a 
pair of samples in sequence and both samples 
must be within the acceptable range before 
proceeding with subject testing. A 0.20 solution 
should be replaced every 20-25 samples. Clarified 
the correct procedure for performing a calibration check. 
Clarification: Added "before and after" to the 0.08 and 
0.20 calibration checks, within 24 hours of a subject test. 
The official time and date of the calibration check is the 
time and date recorded on the printout, or the time and date 
recorded in the log, whichever corresponds to the calibration 
check referenced in section 2.1.3 or 2.1.4.1. 
August 1, 1999 
August 1, 1999 
January 29,2001 










December 1, 2008 
January 14,2009 
July 7, 2009 
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The entire SOP was rewritten to incorporate language changes regarding 
perfonnance verifications, and to clear-up ambiguities associated with 
the 0.20 verification and the relevance to cases not involving an lS-
S004C charge. Scope and safety sections were added. Troubleshooting, 
MIP/MIC sections added. 
Deletions and/or additions to sections 2, 4.3.3, 4.4.1, 4.4.3, 4.4.5, 4.6.1.1, 
5.1.2,5.1.4,5.1.4.1,5.1.5,5.2.4,5.2.5,6,6.2.1,6.2.3,6.2.4, 7, 7.1, 7.1.1, 
7.1.2, 7.1.2.2, 7.1.3, 7.1.4, 7.1.5, S. 
Section 6.2 clarified for instrument specificity, added sections 6.2.2.3, 6.2.2.3.1 
and 6.2.2.4, added section 8.0 for the MIPIMIC procedure, clarified section 
5.1.3 for the use of 0.20 solutions, renamed document to 6.0 
Section 5.0 modified to better reflect current practices and be in agreement with 
AM 1.0 for certification of premixed solutions. Updated 5.2.5 to clarify 
performance verifications. 
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1 
2 
Quantitative Analysis for Alcohol in Breath by Approved 
Breath Testing Instruments. 
Scope 
This method describes the Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS) 
procedure, for use by agencies external to ISPFS, for the analysis of breath for the 
presence of volatile compounds using an approved breath testing instrument. This 
method provides for the quantitative analysis of ethanol. 
Following all the recommendations of this external procedure will establish the 
scientific validity of the breath alcohol test. Failure to meet all of the recommendations 
within this procedure does not disqualify the breath alcohol test, but does allow for the 
questioning of the breath alcohol tests as it pertains to its foundation of admissibility in 
court. That foundation can be set, through testimony, by a Breath Testing Specialist 
expert or ISPFS expert in breath testing as to the potential ramifications of the deviation 
from the procedure as stated. 
3 Safety 
Within the discipline of breath alcohol testing, the general biohazard safety 
precautions should be followed. This is due to the potential infectious materials that may 
be ejected from the mouth during the sampling of the breath. Caution should be taken so 
as the expired breath is not directed towards the officer or other unrelated bystander. 
4 Instrument and Operator Certification 
To ensure that minimum standards are met, individual breath testing instruments, 
Operators, and Breath Testing Specialists (BTS) must be approved and certified by the 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS). The ISPFS will establish and maintain a 
list of approved instruments by manufacturer brand or model designation for use in the 
state. 
4.1 Approval of Breath Testing Instruments. In order to be approved and certified 
each instrument must meet the following criteria: 
4.l.1 The instrument shall analyze a reference sample or analytical test 
standard, the results of which must agree within +/- 10% of the target 
value or such limits set by ISPFS. 
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4.1.2 The certification procedures shall be adequate and appropriate for the 
analysis of breath specimens for the determination of alcohol 
concentration for law enforcement. 
4.1.3 Any other tests deemed necessary to correctly and adequately evaluate the 
instrument to give accurate results in routine breath alcohol testing. 
4.2 The ISPFS may, for cause, remove a specific instrument by serial number from 
evidential testing and suspend or withdraw certification thereof. 
4.3 Operators become certified by completing a training class taught by an ISPFS 
certified Breath Testing Specialist (BTS). Certification is for 26 calendar months 
and expires the last day of the 26th month. Certification will allow the Operator 
to perform all functions required to obtain a valid breath alcohol test. It is the 
responsibility of the individual Operator to maintain their current certification; the 
ISPFS will not notify Operators that their certification is about to expire. 
4.3.1 Recertification for another 26-month period is achieved by completing an 
ISPFS approved Operator class prior to the end of the 26th month. 
4.3.2 If the individual fails to satisfactorily complete the class (including the 
written and practical tests), or allows their certification status to expire, 
he/she must retake the Operator class in order to become recertified. 
4.3.3 If current Operator certification is expired, the individual is not certified to 
run evidentiary breath alcohol tests on the instrument in question until the 
Operator class is completed. 
4.3.3.l There are no grace periods or provisions for extension of Operator 
certification. 
4.4 Breath Testing Specialists (BTS) are Operators who have completed an 
advanced training class and are ISPFS-certified to perform instrument 
maintenance, and provide both initial and recertification training for instrument 
Operators. 
4.4.1 To obtain initial BTS certification, an individual must be currently 
certified as an Operator of that particular instrument. BTS certification is 
then obtained by completing an approved BTS training class. 
NOTE: The prior Operator status "on that particular instrument" 
requirement is waived for new instrumentation. 
4.4.2 BTS Certification is valid for 26 calendar months. 
4.4.3 If BTS certification is allowed to expire, the individual reverts to certified 
Operator status for 12 calendar months for that instrument. He/she may 
no longer perform any BTS specific duties relating to that particular 
instrument. 
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4.4.4 BTS certification is renewable by attending an approved BTS training 
class. 
4.4.5 The Idaho State Police Forensic Services may revoke BTS certification for 
cause. Examples of what may constitute grounds for revocation may 
include falsification of records, failure to perform required performance 
verification, failure to successfully pass a BTS recertification class and 
failure to meet standards in conducting Operator training. 
4.5 Adoption of a new instrument by an agency will require updating any BTS and 
Operators in that agency in the use of the new instrument. 
4.5.1 A currently certified BTS may become a certified BTS for a new 
instrument by completing an ISPFS approved BTS Instrumentation class. 
4.5.2 A currently certified Operator may certify on a new instrument by 
completing an ISPFS approved Operator Instrumentation Class for the 
new instrument. 
4.5.3 Individuals not currently certified as Operators must complete an 
Operator Class for each approved instrument. 
4.6 Record maintenance and management. It is the responsibility of each 
individual agency to store performance verification records, subject records, 
maintenance records, instrument logs, or any other records as pertaining to the 
evidentiary use of breath testing instruments and to maintain a current record of 
Operator certification. 
4.6.1 It is the responsibility of the agency to see that the said records are stored 
and maintained a minimum of (3) years in accordance with IDAP A 
11.03.01. 
4.6.1.1 Records may be subject to periodic audit by the Idaho State Police 
Forensic Services. 
4.6.2 The Idaho State Police Forensic Services will not be responsible for the 
storage of such records not generated by ISPFS. 
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5. Performance Verification of Breath Testing Instruments 
Performance verifications aid the Breath Testing Specialist (BTS) and the Idaho 
State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS) in determining if a breath testing instrument is 
functioning correctly. Performance verifications are performed using a wet bath 
simulator performance verification solution. The solution is provided by and/or approved 
by ISPFS. The ISPFS analysis confirms the target value and acceptable range of the 
solutions used for the verification and includes the acceptable values on the Certificate of 
Analysis for each solution. Note: The ISPFS confirmed target values should be taken 
directly from the official ISPFS Certificate of Analysis for each solution lot and not from 
the bottles or from the vendors certificate of analysis. 
5.1 Alco-Sensor and Lifeloc FC20-Portable Breath Testing Instrument 
Performance Verification 
5.1.1 The Alco-Sensor and Lifeloc FC20 portable breath testing instrument 
performance verification is run using approximately 0.08 and/or 0.20 
performance verification solutions provided by and/or approved by ISPFS. 
5.1.2 The performance verification using the 0.08 and 0.20 performance 
verification solutions consist oftwo samples. 
5.1.3 A performance verification of the AJco-Sensor and Lifeloc FC20 
instruments using a 0.08 or 0.20 performance verification solution must be 
performed within 24 hours, before or after an evidentiary test to be 
approved for evidentiary use. Multiple breath alcohol tests may be 
covered by a single performance verification. Reference 5.1.4.1 for 
clarification on the use of the 0.20 solution in this capacity. 
5.1.3.1 A 0.08 performance verification solution should be replaced with 
fresh solution approximately every 25 verifications or every 
calendar month, whichever comes first. 
5.1.4 A 0.20 performance verification should be run and results logged once per 
calendar month and replaced with fresh solution approximately every 25 
verifications or until it reaches its expiration date, whichever comes first 
NOTE: The 0.20 performance verification was implemented for 
the sole purpose of supporting the instruments' results for an 18-
8004C charge. Failure to timely perform a 0.20 performance 
verification will not invalidate tests performed that yield results at 
other levels or in charges other than 18-8004C. 
5.1.4.1 The 0.20 performance verification satisfies the requirement for 
performance verification within 24 hours, before or after an 
evidentiary test at any level. The 0.20 performance verification 
solution should not be used routinely for this purpose. 
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5.1.5 Acceptable results for a 0.08 or 0.20 performance verification is a pair of 
samples in sequence that are both within +/- 10% of the performance 
verification solution target value. Target values and ranges of acceptable 
results are included in a certificate of analysis for each solution lot series, 
prepared by, and available from, the ISPFS. 
NOTE: Due to external factors associated with changing a performance 
verification solution the results of the initial performance verification may 
not be within the acceptable range, therefore the performance verification 
may be repeated until a pair of satisfactory results are obtained. However, 
if results after a total of three test series for any solution (equivalent to six 
tests) are still unsatisfactory, contact the appropriate ISPFS Laboratory. 
The instrument should not be used for evidentiary testing until the 
problem is corrected and performance verification results are within the 
acceptable range. The suggested troubleshooting procedure should be 
followed if the initial performance verification does not meet the 
acceptance criteria. 
5.1.6 Temperature of the simulator must be between 33.SoC and 34.SoC in order 
for the performance verification results to be valid. 
NOTE: The simulator may need to warm for approximately 15 minutes 
to ensure that the metal lid is also warm. If the lid is cold, condensation of 
alcohol vapor may occur producing low results. 
5.1.7 Performance verification solutions should only be used prior to the 
expiration date on the label. 
5.1.8 An agency may run additional performance verification solution levels at 
their discretion. 
5.1. 9 The official time and date of the performance verification is the time and 
date recorded on the printout, or the time and date recorded in the log, 
whichever corresponds to the performance verification referenced in 
section 5.1.3 or 5.1.4.1. 
5.2 Intoxilyzer SOOOIEN Performance Verification 
Intoxilyzer 5000lEN instruments must have a performance verification with each 
evidentiary test. If the performance verification is within the acceptable range for 
the lot of solution being used, then the instrument will be approved and the 
resulting breath samples will be deemed valid for evidentiary use. 
5.2.1 Intoxilyzer 5000/EN performance verification is run using 0.08 and/or 
0.20 performance verification solutions provided by and/or approved by 
ISPFS. 
5.2.2 During each evidentiary breath alcohol test using the Intoxilyzer 5000/EN, 
a performance verification will be performed as directed by the instrument 
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testing sequence and recorded as SIM CHK on the printout. If the SIM 
CHK is not within the acceptable range for the solution lot being used, the 
testing sequence will abort and no breath samples will be obtained. 
5.2.3 A two sample performance verification using a 0.08 performance 
verification solution should be run and results logged each time a 
solution is replaced with fresh solution (this is not a requirement but only 
a check that the instrument is connected correctly prior to an evidentiary 
test being performed). A 0.08 performance verification solution should be 
replaced with fresh solution approximately every 100 samples or every 
calendar month, whichever comes first. 
5.2.4 A 0.20 performance verification should be run and results logged once per 
calendar month and replaced with fresh solution approximately every 25 
verifications or until it reaches its expiration date, whichever comes first 
NOTE: The 0.20 performance verification was implemented for the sole 
purpose of supporting the instruments' results for a 18-8004C charge. 
Failure to timely perform a 0.20 performance verification will not 
invalidate tests performed that yield results at other levels or in charges 
other than 18-8004C. 
5.2.5 Acceptable results for an independent 0.08 or 0.20 performance 
verification, which is not performed during a breath testing sequence, are a 
pair of back-to-back samples that are both within +/- 10% of the 
performance verification solution target value. Performance verifications 
that are performed during a breath testing sequence are acceptable with a 
single test result within +/- 10% ofthe solution target value. Target values 
and ranges of acceptable results for each solution lot series are included in 
a certificate of analysis, prepared by, and available from, the ISPFS. 
NOTE: Due to external factors associated with changing a performance 
verification solution the results of the initial performance verification may 
not be within the acceptable range, therefore the performance verification 
may be repeated until a pair of satisfactory results are obtained. However, 
if results after a total of three test series for any so lution (equivalent to six 
tests) are still unsatisfactory, contact the appropriate ISPFS Laboratory. 
The instrument should not be used for evidentiary testing until the 
problem is corrected and performance verification results are within the 
acceptable range. Follow the suggested troubleshooting procedure if the 
initial performance verification does not meet the acceptance criteria. 
5.2.6 The official time and date of the performance verification is the time and 
date recorded on the printout, or the time and date recorded in the log. 
5.2.7 Performance verification solutions should only be used prior to the 
expiration date as marked on the label. 
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5.2.8 Temperature of the simulator must be between 33.SoC and 34.SoC in order 
for the performance verification results to be valid. 
5.2.9 An agency may run additional performance verification solution levels at 
their discretion. 
5.2.10 The BTS must set the correct acceptable range limits and performance 
verification solution lot number in the instrument before proceeding with 
evidentiary testing. 
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6. Evidentiary Testing Procedure 
Proper testing procedure by certified Operators is necessary in order to provide 
accurate results. Instruments used in Idaho measure alcohol in the breath, not the blood, 
and report results as grams of alcohol in 210 liters of breath. 
6.1 Prior to evidentiary breath alcohol testing, the subject/individual should be 
monitored for at least fifteen (15) minutes. Any foreign objects/materials which 
have the potential to enter the instrument/breath tube or may present a choking 
hazard should be removed prior to the start of the 15 minute waiting period. 
During the monitoring period the subject/individual should not be allowed to 
smoke, drink, eat, or belchlburp/vomit/regurgitate. 
NOTE: If a foreign object/material is left in the mouth during the entirety of the 
15 minute monitoring period, any potential external alcohol contamination will 
come into equilibrium with the subject/individual's body water and/or dissipate so 
as not to interfere with the results of the subsequent breath alcohol test. 
6.1.] The breath alcohol test must be administered by an Operator currently 
certified in the use of the instrument. 
6.1.2 False teeth, partial plates, or bridges installed or prescribed by a dentist or 
physician do not need to be removed to obtain a valid test. 
6.1.3 The Operator may elect a blood test in place of the breath alcohol test if 
there is a failure to complete the fifteen minute monitoring period 
successfully. 
6.1.4 During the monitoring period, the Operator must be alert for any event 
that might influence the accuracy ofthe breath alcohol test. 
6.1.4.1 The Operator must be aware of the possible presence of mouth 
alcohol as indicated by the testing instrument. If mouth alcohol is 
suspected or indicated, the Operator should begin another 15-
minute waiting period before repeating the testing sequence. 
6.1.4.2 If, during the IS-minute waiting period, the subject/individual 
vomits or regurgitates material from the stomach into the 
subject/individual's breath pathway, the IS-minute waiting period 
must begin again. 
6.1.4.3 If there is doubt as to the events occurring during the 15 minute 
monitoring period, the officer should look at results of the 
duplicate breath samples for evidence of potential alcohol 
contamination. For clarification see section 6.2.2.2. 
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6.2 A complete breath alcohol test includes two (2) valid breath samples taken 
during the testing sequence and preceded by air blanks. The duplicate breath 
samples performed with a portable breath testing instrument should be 
approximately 2 minutes apart, or more (for the ASIII's and the FC20's). Refer to 
section 6.2.2.2. 
NOTE: A deficient or insufficient sample does not automatically invalidate a test 
sample. 
6.2.1 If the subject/individual fails or refuses to provide a duplicate, adequate 
sample as requested by the Operator, the single test result shall be 
considered valid. 
6.2.1.1 The Operator may repeat the testing sequence as required by 
circumstances. 
6.2.1.2 The Operator should use a new mouthpiece for each series of 
tests. 
6.2.2 A third breath sample is required if the first two results differ by more than 
0.02. 
6.2.2.1 Unless mouth alcohol is indicated or suspected, it is not necessary 
to repeat the IS-minute waiting period to obtain a third breath 
sample. 
6.2.2.2 The results for duplicate breath samples should correlate within 
0.02 to indicate the absence of alcohol contamination in the 
subject/individual's breath pathway, show consistent sample 
delivery, and indicates the absence of RFI as a contributing factor 
to the breath results. 
6.2.2.3 In the event that all three samples fall outside the 0.02 correlation, 
and the officer suspects that mouth alcohol could have been a 
contributing factor, then they should restart the 15 minute 
observation period and retest the subject. 
6.2.2.3.1 If the officer does not suspect that mouth alcohol was 
present, and that the sample variability was due to a lack 
of subject cooperation in providing the samples as 
requested, then the samples can be considered valid if all 
three samples are above the per se limit of prosecution. 
6.2.2.4 If all three samples fall outside the 0.02 correlation, the officer 
may at their discretion elect to have a blood sample drawn for 
analysis in lieu of retesting the subject's breath alcohol 
concentration. 
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6.2.3 The Operator should log test results and retain printouts, if any, for 
possible use in court. 
6.2.4 If a subject/individual fails or refuses to provide a duplicate, adequate 
sample as requested by the Operator, the results obtained are still 
considered valid by the ISPFS, provided the failure to supply the 
requested samples was the fault of the subject/individual and not the 
Operator. 
6.2.5 If the second or third samples are lacking due to instrument failure, the 
Operator should attempt to utilize another instrument or have blood 
drawn. 
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7. Troubleshooting Procedure 
Proper testing procedure by certified Operators is necessary in order to provide 
accurate results. 
7.1 Performance verification: If, when perform ing the periodic performance 
verification, the instrument falls outside the limits of the verification, the 
troubleshooting guide should be used. 
NOTE: This is a guide for troubleshooting performance verifications outside the 
verification limits and the procedure is recommended to streamline and isolate the 
potential cause of the problem. Strict adherence to the guidelines is not required. 
7.1.1 The three sources of uncertainty when performing the periodic 
performance verifications are in the simulator setup and Operator 
technique, the simulator performance verification solution, and the 
instrument calibration itself. 
7.1.2 If the first performance verification is outside the verification limits, the 
simulator setup and technique of the Operator performing the verification 
should be evaluated. The simulator should be evaluated to ensure that it is 
hooked up properly, uses short hoses, is properly warmed, is within 
temperature, the Operator blow technique is not too hard or soft, and that 
the Operator does not stop blowing until after the sample is taken. 
7.1.2.1 The performance verification should be run a second time 
7.1.2.2 If the performance verification is within the verification limits on 
the second try, the instrument passes the performance verification. 
7.1.3 If the second performance verification is outside the verification limits, 
then the performance verification solution should be evaluated next. 
7.1.3.1 The performance verification solution should be changed to a fresh 
solution. 
7.1.3.2 The solution should be warmed for approximately 15 minutes, or 
until the temperature is within range, and the simulator lid is as 
warm as the simulator jar. 
7.1.3.3 The performance verification may then be repeated. 
7.1.4 If the third performance verification is outside the verification limits, the 
instrument must be taken out of service and sent to the ISPFS or an 
approved service provider. 
7.1.5 Upon return from service, the instrument should be recertified by ISPFS 
before being put back into service. 
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7.2 Thermometers: 
7.2.1 If a bubble forms in the thermometer, the Operator or BTS can place the 
thermometer in a freezer to draw the mercury (or equivalent) into the bulb 
of the thermometer. This should disperse the bubble. 
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8. Minors in Possession/Minors in Consumption Procedure 
Breath testing instruments certified by ISPFS are often used in investigating violations of 
Idaho Code § 23-949 (punishment set forth by I.C. § 18-1502) or Idaho Code § 23-604 
(punishment set forth by 1.C.18-1502), wherein a person under twenty-one (21) years of 
age is deemed to have possessed and consumed alcohol. Unlike the Driving Under the 
Influence statutes and their associations with per se limits of 0.08 and 0.20, a specific 
level of alcohol is not required to prove a violation ofl.C. § 23-949 or § 23-604. There is 
no requirement that the State prove the person is impaired by alcohol. Rather, the 
presence or absence of alcohol is a determining factor for proving the offense. Therefore, 
there is a different standard operating procedure associated with this type of charge. The 
main purpose of the procedure outlined below is to rule out "mouth alcohol" as a 
potential contributing factor to the results given during the breath testing done for 
MIP/MIC cases. 
8.1 15 minute observation period: The monitoring/observation period is not required 
for the MIP/MIC procedure. The duplicate samples, separated by approximately 
2 minutes or more and within the 0.02 correlation, provide the evidence of 
consistent sample delivery, the absence of "mouth alcohol" as well as the absence 
of RFI (radio frequency interference) as a contributing factor to the results of the 
breath test. 
8.2 MIP/MIC requirements: 
8.2.1 The breath alcohol test must be administered by an operator currently 
certified in the use of that instrument. 
8.2.2 The instrument used must be certified by ISPFS. 
8.2.2.1 The instrument only needs to be initially certified by ISPFS. Initial 
certification shows that the instrument responds to alcohols and not 
to acetone. 
8.2.2.2 The instrument used does not need to meet other requirements set 
forth in previous sections of this SOP. It does not need to be 
checked regularly or periodically with any of the 0.08 or 0.20 
solutions. 
8.2.3 False teeth, partial plates, or bridges installed or prescribed by a dentist or 
physician do not need to be removed to obtain a valid test. 
8.2.4 The officer should have the individual being tested remove all loose 
foreign material from their mouth before testing. The officer may allow 
the individual to briefly rinse their mouth out with water prior to the 
breath testing. 
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8.2.5 Any material containing alcohol left in the mouth during the entirety of the 
breath testing sampling could contribute to the results in the breath testing 
sequence. (For clarification refer to section 8.l) 
8.3 Procedure: 
A complete breath alcohol test includes two (2) valid breath samples taken from 
the subject and preceded by an air blank. The duplicate breath samples do not 
need to be consecutive samples. The individual breath samples should be 2 
minutes or more apart, to allow for the dissipation of potential mouth alcohol 
contamination. 
NOTE: A deficient or insufficient sample does not automatically 
invalidate a test sample. 
8.3.1 If the subject/individual fails or refuses to provide a duplicate adequate 
sample as requested by the operator, the single test result will be 
considered valid. 
8.3.1.1 The operator may repeat the testing sequence as required by 
circumstances. 
8.3.1.2 The operator should use a new mouthpiece for each individual 
and for each series of tests (i.e. complete set of breath testing 
samples). 
8.3.2 A third breath sample is required if the first two results differ by more than 
0.02. 
8.3.2.1 The results for duplicate breath samples should correlate within 
0.02 to indicate the absence of alcohol contamination in the 
subject's breath pathway (mouth alcohol), show consistent sample 
delivery, and indicates the absence of RFI as a contributing factor 
to the breath results. 
8.3.2.2 In the event that all three samples fall outside the 0.02 correlation, 
and the officer suspects that mouth alcohol could have been a 
contributing factor, then they should administer a 15 minute 
observation period and then retest the subject. If mouth alcohol is 
not suspected, then the officer may reinstruct the individual in the 
proper breath sample technique and retest the subject without 
administering a ] 5 minute observation. 
8.3.3 The operator should manually log test results and/or retain printouts for 
possible use in court. 
8.3.4 The instrument should not be in passive mode for the testing of subjects 
for the purposes of the previous sections. 
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8.4 Passive mode: 
8.4.1 The passive mode of testing using the Lifeloc FC20 or ASIII should be 
used for testing liquids or containers of liquid for the presence or absence 
of alcohol. 
8.4.2 The passive mode can be used for screening purposes on individuals who 
are required to provide breath samples whenever requested by a law 
enforcement agency. Example may include but are not limited to: 
probationers, work release, parolees, prison inmates, etc. 
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6.0 Idaho Standard Operating Procedure 
Breath Alcohol Testing 
Idaho State Police 
Forensic Services 
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Glossary 
Approved Vendor: A source/provider/manufacturer of an approved premixed alcohol simulator solution shall be explicitly 
approved as a vendor of premixed alcohol simulator solutions for distribution within Idaho. 
Breath Alcohol Test: A series of separate breath samples provided during a breath testing sequence. 
Breath Alcohol Testing Sequence: A sequence of events as determined by the Idaho State Police Forensic Services, which 
may be directed by either the instrument or the Operator, but not both, and may consist of air blanks, performance 
verification, internal standard checks, and breath samples. 
Breath Testing Specialist (BTS): An Operator who has completed an advanced training class taught by an employee of the 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services. BTS certification is valid for 26 calendar months and expires on the last day of the 
26th month. 
Certificate of Analysis: A certificate stating that the premixed ethyl alcohol solutions used for performance verification have 
been tested and approved for use by the ISPFS. 
Certificate of Approval: A certificate stating that an individual breath alcohol testing instrument has been evaluated by the 
ISPFS and found to be suitable for forensic alcohol testing. The certificate bears the signature of an Idaho State Police 
Forensic Services Lab Manager, and the effective date of the instrument approval. 
Changeover Class: A training class for currently certified personnel during which they are taught theory, operation, and 
proper testing procedure for a new make or model of instrument being adopted by their agency. Breath Testing Specialists 
attend BTS training that qualifies them to perform BTS duties related to the instrument. 
Evidentiary Test: A breath test performed on a subject/individual for potential evidentiary or legal purposes. A distinction 
is made between evidentiary testing and community service or training tests performed with the instrument. 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS): Formerly known as the Bureau of Forensic Services, the ISPFS is dedicated 
to providing forensic science services to the criminal justice system of Idaho. ISPFS is the administrative body for the 
breath alcohol testing program per IDAPA 11.03.01. 
MIP/MIC: An abbreviation used to designate minor in possession or minor in consumption of alcohol. 
Operator Certification: The condition of having satisfied the training requirements for administering breath alcohol tests as 
established by the ISPFS. Operator certification is valid for 26 calendar months and expires on the last day of the 26th 
month. 
Operator: An individual certified by the ISPFS as qualified by training to administer breath alcohol tests. 
Operator Class: An ISPFS-approved training class for prospective or uncertified breath alcohol Operators. Currently 
certified Breath Testing Specialists may teach Operator classes. 
Performance Verification: A verification of the accuracy of the breath testing instrument utilizing a simulator and a 
performance verification solution. Performance verification should be reported to three decimal places. While ISPFS uses 
the term performance verification, manufacturers and others may use a term such as "calibration check" or "simulator check." 
Performance Verification Solution: A premixed ethyl alcohol solution used for field performance verifications. The 
solution is provided by and/or approved by ISPFS. 
Recertification Class: A training class for currently certified personnel, completion of which results in uninterrupted 
continuation of their Operator or BTS status for an additional 26 months. 
Waiting Period/Monitoring Period/Deprivation Period/Observation Period: 15-minute period prior to administering a 
breath alcohol test, in which an officer monitors the test subject/individual. 
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Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedure 
List of Revisions 
Topic 
Delete reference to ALS 
0.02/0.20 solutions 
Valid breath tests 
Aleo-Sensor calibration checks 
Intoxilyzer 5000 Calibration Checks 
Effecti ve June, 1996 
0.003 agreement 
Operators may run calibration checks 
Re-run a solution within 24 hours 
All 3 solutions run within a 24-hour period 
All 3 solutions run within a 24-hour period 
Re-running of a solution 
All solutions run within a 48-hour period 
Reference to "three" removed 
All 3 solutions run within a 48-hour period 
More than three calibration solutions 
Solution values no longer called in to BFS 
Aleo-Sensor and Intoxilyzer 5000 
calibration check 
Calibration checks for the Intoxilyzer 5000 
Name change, all references made to the 
Bureau of Forensic Services were changed to 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services. 
Record Management 
Deleted sections on relocating, repairing, recalibrating, 
and loaning of instruments from previous revision. 
Date of Revision 
June I, 1995 
June I, 1995 
October 23, 1995 
May I, 1996 
May 1, 1996 
June 1, 1996 
July 1, 1996 
September 6, 1996 
September 6, 1996 
September 6, 1996 
September 26, 1996 
September 26, 1996 
Oct. 8, 1996 
September 26, 1996 
October 8, 1996 
April I, 1997 
August 1,1998 
February II, 1999 
August 1999 
August 1, 1999 
August 1, 1999 
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Aleo-Sensor and Intoxilyzer 5000 calibration checks 
Deleted sections on blood and urine samples 
for aleohol determination 
Operator certification record management 
Reformat numbering 
Requirement for running 0.20 simulator solution 
Changed 3-sample to "two print cards". 
Deleted "simulator port" and "two print cards". 
Simulator temperature changed from "should" 
to "must". 
Clarification of 0 .20 calibration checks. 
Added the Lifeloc FC20 
Deleted requirement that the new instrument 
utilize the same technology if the BTS is currently 
certified 
Modified the accepted range for simulator solutions to 
+/- 10%, eliminating the +/- 0.0 I provision. Added 
"Established target values may be different 
from those shown on the bottle label" 
Added Lifeloc FC20 calibration checks 
Intoxilyzer 5000 calibration is now section 2.3 
Modified to specifically allow use of the 0.20 
during subject testing 
General reformat for clarification. Combined 
Aleosensor and Lifeloc sections. Specifically, 
changed calibration requirement using the 0.20 
reference solution from four (4) checks to two (2). 
Clarification: a "calibration check" consists of a 
pair of samples in sequence and both samples 
must be within the acceptable range before 
proceeding with subject testing. A 0.20 solution 
should be replaced every 20-25 samples. Clarified 
the correct procedure for performing a calibration check. 
Clarification: Added "before and after" to the 0.08 and 
0.20 calibration checks, within 24 hours of a subject test. 
The official time and date of the calibration check is the 
time and date recorded on the printout, or the time and date 
recorded in the log, whichever corresponds to the calibration 
check referenced in section 2.1.3 or 2.1.4.1. 
August I, 1999 
August I, 1999 





September 18, 2007 
February 13,2008 





January 14, 2009 
July 7, 2009 
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The entire SOP was rewritten to incorporate language changes regarding 
perfonnance verifications, and to clear-up ambiguities associated with 
the 0.20 verification and the relevance to cases not involving an 18-
8004C charge. Scope and safety sections were added. Troubleshooting, 
MIP/MIC sections added. 
Deletions and/or additions to sections 2, 4.3.3, 404.1,404.3,404.5,4.6.1.1, 
5.1.2,5.1.4,5.104.1,5.1.5,5.204,5.2.5,6,6.2.1,6.2.3,6.204, 7, 7.1, 7.1.1, 
7.1.2,7.1.2.2,7.1.3,7.1.4,7.1.5,8. 
Section 6.2 clarified for instrument specificity, added sections 6.2.2.3, 6.2.2.3.1 
and 6.2.2.4, added section 8.0 for the MIP/MIC procedure, clarified section 
5.1.3 for the use of 0.20 solutions, renamed document to 6.0 
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1 
2 
Quantitative Analysis for Alcohol in Breath by Approved 
Breath Testing Instruments. 
Scope 
This method describes the Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS) 
procedure, for use by agencies external to ISPFS, for the analysis of breath for the 
presence of volatile compounds using an approved breath testing instrument. This 
method provides for the quantitative analysis of ethanol. 
Following all the recommendations of this external procedure will establish the 
scientific validity of the breath alcohol test. Failure to meet all of the recommendations 
within this procedure does not disqualify the breath alcohol test, but does allow for the 
questioning of the breath alcohol tests as it pertains to its foundation of admissibility in 
court. That foundation can be set, through testimony, by a breath testing specialist expert 
or ISPFS expert in breath testing as to the potential ramifications of the deviation from 
the procedure as stated. 
3 Safety 
Within the discipline of breath alcohol testing, the general biohazard safety 
precautions should be followed. This is due to the potential infectious materials that may 
be ejected from the mouth during the sampling of the breath. Caution should be taken so 
as the expired breath is not directed towards the officer or other unrelated bystander. 
4 Instrument and Operator Certification 
To ensure that minimum standards are met, individual breath testing instruments, 
Operators, and breath testing specialists (BTS) must be approved and certified by the 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS). The ISPFS will establish and maintain a 
list of approved instruments by manufacturer brand or model designation for use in the 
state. 
4.1 Approval of Breath Testing Instruments. In order to be approved and certified 
each instrument must meet the following criteria: 
4.1.1 The instrument shall analyze a reference sample or analytical test 
standard, the results of which must agree within +/- 10% of the target 
value or such limits set by ISPFS. 
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4.1.2 The certification procedures shall be adequate and appropriate for the 
analysis of breath specimens for the determination of alcohol 
concentration for law enforcement. 
4.1.3 Any other tests deemed necessary to correctly and adequately evaluate the 
instrument to give accurate results in routine breath alcohol testing. 
4.2 The ISPFS may, for cause, remove a specific instrument by serial number from 
evidential testing and suspend or withdraw certification thereof. 
4.3 Operators become certified by completing a training class taught by an ISPFS 
certified Breath Testing Specialist (BTS). Certification is for 26 calendar months 
and expires the last day of the 26th month. Certification will allow the Operator 
to perform all functions required to obtain a valid breath alcohol test. It is the 
responsibility of the individual Operator to maintain their current certification; the 
ISPFS will not notify Operators that their certification is about to expire. 
4.3.1 Recertification for another 26-month period is achieved by completing an 
ISPFS approved Operator class prior to the end of the 26th month. 
4.3.2 If the individual fails to satisfactorily complete the class (including the 
written and practical tests), or allows their certification status to expire, 
he/she must retake the Operator class in order to become recertified. 
4.3.3 If current Operator certification is expired, the individual is not certified to 
run evidentiary breath alcohol tests on the instrument in question until the 
Operator class is completed. 
4.3.3.1 There are no grace periods or provisions for extension of Operator 
certification. 
4.4 Breath Testing Specialists (BTS) are Operators who have completed an 
advanced training class and are ISPFS-certified to perform instrument 
maintenance, and provide both initial and recertification training for instrument 
Operators. 
4.4.1 To obtain initial BTS certification, an individual must be currently 
certified as an Operator of that particular instrument. BTS certification is 
then obtained by completing an approved BTS training class. 
NOTE: The prior Operator status "on that particular instrument" 
requirement is waived for new instrumentation. 
4.4.2 BTS Certification is valid for 26 calendar months. 
4.4.3 If BTS certification is allowed to expire, the individual reverts to certified 
Operator status for 12 calendar months for that instrument. He/she may 
no longer perform any BTS specific duties relating to that particular 
instrument. 
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4.4.4 BTS certification is renewable by attending an approved BTS training 
class. 
4.4.5 The Idaho State Police Forensic Services may revoke BTS certification for 
cause. Examples of what may constitute grounds for revocation may 
include falsification of records, failure to perform required performance 
verification, failure to successfully pass a BTS recertification class and 
failure to meet standards in conducting Operator training. 
4.5 Adoption of a new instrument by an agency will require updating any BTS and 
Operators in that agency in the use of the new instrument. 
4.5.1 A currently certified BTS may become a certified BTS for a new 
instrument by completing an ISPFS approved BTS Instrumentation class. 
4.5.2 A currently certified Operator may certify on a new instrument by 
completing an ISPFS approved Operator Instrumentation Class for the 
new instrument. 
4.5.3 Individuals not currently certified as Operators must complete an 
Operator Class for each approved instrument. 
4.6 Record maintenance and management. It is the responsibility of each 
individual agency to store performance verification records, subject records, 
maintenance records, instrument logs, or any other records as pertaining to the 
evidentiary use of breath testing instruments and to maintain a current record of 
Operator certification. 
4.6.1 It is the responsibility of the agency to see that the said records are stored 
and maintained a minimum of (3) years in accordance with IDAPA 
1l.03.01. 
4.6.1.1 Records may be subject to periodic audit by the Idaho State Police 
Forensic Services. 
4.6.2 The Idaho State Police Forensic Services will not be responsible for the 
storage of such records not generated by ISPFS. 
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5. Performance Verification of Breath Testing Instruments 
Performance verifications aid the Breath Testing Specialist (BTS) and the Idaho 
State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS) in determining if a breath testing instrument is 
functioning correctly. Performance verifications are performed using a wet bath 
simulator performance verification solution. The solution is provided by and/or approved 
by ISPFS. The ISPFS analysis establishes the target value and acceptable range of the 
solutions used for the verification and includes the acceptable values on the Certificate of 
Analysis for each solution. Note: The ISPFS established target values may be different 
from those shown on the bottle label. 
5.1 Alco-Sensor and Lifeloc FC20-Portable Breath Testing Instrument 
Performance Verification 
5.1.1 The AIco-Sensor and Lifeloc FC20 portable breath testing instrument 
performance verification is run using approximately 0.08 and/or 0.20 
performance verification solutions provided by and/or approved by ISPFS. 
5.1.2 The performance verification using the 0.08 and 0.20 performance 
verification solutions consist of two samples. 
5.l.3 A performance verification of the AIco-Sensor and Lifeloc FC20 
instruments using a 0.08 or 0.20 performance verification solution must be 
performed within 24 hours, before or after an evidentiary test to be 
approved for evidentiary use. MUltiple breath alcohol tests may be 
covered by a single performance verification. Reference 5.1.4.1 for 
clarification on the use of the 0.20 solution in this capacity. 
5.l.3.l A 0.08 performance verification solution should be replaced with 
fresh solution approximately every 25 verifications or every 
calendar month, whichever comes first. 
5.1.4 A 0.20 performance verification should be run and results logged once per 
calendar month and replaced with fresh solution approximately every 25 
verifications or until it reaches its expiration date, whichever comes first 
NOTE: The 0.20 performance verification was implemented for 
the sole purpose of supporting the instruments' results for an 18-
8004C charge. Failure to timely perform a 0.20 performance 
verification will not invalidate tests performed that yield results at 
other levels or in charges other than 18-8004C. 
5.1.4.l The 0.20 performance verification satisfies the requirement for 
performance verification within 24 hours, before or after an 
evidentiary test at any level. The 0.20 performance verification 
solution should not be used routinely for this purpose. 
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5.1.5 Acceptable results for a 0.08 or 0.20 performance verification is a pair of 
samples in sequence that are both within +/- 10% of the performance 
verification solution target value. Target values and ranges of acceptable 
results are included in a certificate of analysis for each solution lot series, 
prepared by, and available from, the ISPFS. 
NOTE: Due to external factors associated with changing a performance 
verification solution the results of the initial performance verification may 
not be within the acceptable range, therefore the performance verification 
may be repeated until a pair of satisfactory results are obtained. However, 
if results after a total of three test series for any solution (equivalent to six 
tests) are still unsatisfactory, contact the appropriate ISPFS Laboratory. 
The instrument should not be used for evidentiary testing until the 
problem is corrected and performance verification results are within the 
acceptable range. The suggested troubleshooting procedure should be 
followed if the initial performance verification does not meet the 
acceptance criteria. 
5.1.6 Temperature of the simulator must be between 33.SoC and 34.SoC in order 
for the performance verification results to be valid. 
NOTE: The simulator may need to warm for approximately 15 minutes 
to ensure that the metal lid is also warm. If the lid is cold, condensation of 
alcohol vapor may occur producing low results. 
5.1. 7 Performance verification solutions should only be used prior to the 
expiration date on the label. 
5.1.8 An agency may run additional performance verification solution levels at 
their discretion. 
5.1.9 The official time and date of the performance verification is the time and 
date recorded on the printout, or the time and date recorded in the log, 
whichever corresponds to the performance verification referenced in 
section 5.1.3 or 5.1.4.1. 
5.2 Intoxilyzer SOOO/EN Performance Verification 
Intoxilyzer 5000lEN instruments must have a performance verification with each 
evidentiary test. If the performance verification is within the acceptable range for 
the lot of solution being used, then the instrument will be approved and the 
resulting breath samples will be deemed valid for evidentiary use. 
5.2.1 Intoxilyzer 5000/EN performance verification is run using 0.08 and/or 
0.20 performance verification solutions provided by and/or approved by 
ISPFS. 
5.2.2 During each evidentiary breath alcohol test using the Intoxilyzer 50001EN, 
a performance verification will be performed as directed by the instrument 
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testing sequence and recorded as SIM CHK on the printout. If the SIM 
CHK is not within the acceptable range for the solution lot being used, the 
testing sequence will abort and no breath samples will be obtained. 
5.2.3 A two sample performance verification using a 0.08 performance 
verification solution should be run and results logged each time a 
solution is replaced with fresh solution. A O.OS performance verification 
solution should be replaced with fresh solution approximately every 100 
samples or every calendar month, whichever comes first. 
5.2.4 A 0.20 performance verification should be run and results logged once per 
calendar month and replaced with fresh solution approximately every 25 
verifications or until it reaches its expiration date, whichever comes first 
NOTE: The 0.20 performance verification was implemented for the sole 
purpose of supporting the instruments' results for a lS-S004C charge. 
Failure to timely perform a 0.20 performance verification will not 
invalidate tests performed that yield results at other levels or in charges 
other than lS-S004C. 
5.2.5 Acceptable results for a O.OS or 0.20 performance verification is a pair of 
samples in sequence that are both within +1- 10% of the performance 
verification solution target value. Target values and ranges of acceptable 
results for each solution lot series are included in a certificate of analysis, 
prepared by, and available from, the ISPFS. 
NOTE: Due to external factors associated with changing a performance 
verification solution the results of the initial performance verification may 
not be within the acceptable range, therefore the performance verification 
may be repeated until a pair of satisfactory results are obtained. However, 
if results after a total of three test series for any solution (equivalent to six 
tests) are still unsatisfactory, contact the appropriate ISPFS Laboratory. 
The instrument should not be used for evidentiary testing until the 
problem is corrected and performance verification results are within the 
acceptable range. Follow the suggested troubleshooting procedure if the 
initial performance verification does not meet the acceptance criteria. 
5.2.6 The official time and date of the performance verification is the time and 
date recorded on the printout, or the time and date recorded in the log. 
5.2.7 Performance verification solutions should only be used prior to the 
expiration date as marked on the label. 
5.2.S Temperature of the simulator must be between 33.SoC and 34.SoC in order 
for the performance verification results to be valid. 
5.2.9 An agency may run additional performance verification solution levels at 
their discretion. 
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5.2.10 The BTS must set the correct acceptable range limits and performance 
verification solution lot number in the instrument before proceeding with 
evidentiary testing. 
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6. Evidentiary Testing Procedure 
Proper testing procedure by certified Operators is necessary in order to provide 
accurate results. Instruments used in Idaho measure alcohol in the breath, not the blood, 
and report results as grams of alcohol in 210 liters of breath. 
6.1 Prior to evidentiary breath alcohol testing, the subject/individual should be 
monitored for at least fifteen (15) minutes. Any material which absorbs/adsorbs 
or traps alcohol should be removed from the mouth prior to the start of the 15 
minute waiting period. During the monitoring period the subject/individual should 
not be allowed to smoke, drink, eat, or belch/burp/vomit/regurgitate. 
NOTE: If a foreign object/material is left in the mouth during the entirety of the 
15 minute monitoring period, any potential external alcohol contamination will 
come into equilibrium with the subject/individual's body water and/or dissipate so 
as not to interfere with the results of the subsequent breath alcohol test. 
6.1.1 The breath alcohol test must be administered by an Operator currently 
certified in the use of the instrument. 
6.1.2 False teeth, partial plates, or bridges installed or prescribed by a dentist or 
physician do not need to be removed to obtain a valid test. 
6.1.3 The Operator may elect a blood test in place of the breath alcohol test if 
there is a failure to complete the fifteen minute monitoring period 
successfully. 
6.1.4 During the monitoring period, the Operator must be alert for any event 
that might influence the accuracy of the breath alcohol test. 
6.1.4.1 The Operator must be aware of the possible presence of mouth 
alcohol as indicated by the testing instrument. If mouth alcohol is 
suspected or indicated, the Operator should begin another 15-
minute waiting period before repeating the testing sequence. 
6.1.4.2 If, during the IS-minute waiting period, the subject/individual 
vomits or regurgitates material from the stomach into the 
subject/individual's breath pathway, the 15-minute waiting period 
must begin again. 
6.1.4.3 If there is doubt as to the events occurring during the 15 minute 
monitoring period, the officer should look at results of the 
duplicate breath samples for evidence of potential alcohol 
contamination. For clarification see section 6.2.2.2. 
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6.2 A complete breath alcohol test includes two (2) valid breath samples taken 
during the testing sequence and preceded by air blanks. The duplicate breath 
samples should be approximately 2 minutes apart, or more, for the ASIJI's and the 
FC20's to allow for the dissipation of potential mouth alcohol contamination. 
NOTE: A deficient or insufficient sample does not automatically invalidate a test 
sample. 
6.2.1 If the subject/individual fails or refuses to provide a duplicate, adequate 
sample as requested by the Operator, the single test result shall be 
considered valid. 
6.2.1.1 The Operator may repeat the testing sequence as required by 
circumstances. 
6.2.1.2 The Operator should use a new mouthpiece for each series of 
tests. 
6.2.2 A third breath sample is required if the first two results differ by more than 
0.02. 
6.2.2.1 Unless mouth alcohol is indicated or suspected, it is not necessary 
to repeat the IS-minute waiting period to obtain a third breath 
sample. 
6.2.2.2 The results for duplicate breath samples should correlate within 
0.02 to indicate the absence of alcohol contamination in the 
subject/individual's breath pathway, show consistent sample 
delivery, and indicates the absence of RFI as a contributing factor 
to the breath results. 
6.2.2.3 In the event that all three samples fall outside the 0.02 correlation, 
and the officer suspects that mouth alcohol could have been a 
contributing factor, then they should restart the 15 minute 
observation period and retest the subject. 
6.2.2.3.1 If the officer does not suspect that mouth alcohol was 
present, and that the sample variability was due to a lack 
of subject cooperation in providing the samples as 
requested, then the samples can be considered valid if all 
three samples are above the per se limit of prosecution. 
6.2.2.4 If all three samples fall outside the 0.02 correlation, the officer 
may at their discretion elect to have a blood sample drawn for 
analysis in lieu of retesting the subject's breath alcohol 
concentration. 
6.2.3 The Operator should log test results and retain printouts, if any, for 
possible use in court. 
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6.2.4 If a subject/individual fails or refuses to provide a duplicate, adequate 
sample as requested by the Operator, the results obtained are still 
considered valid by the ISPFS, provided the failure to supply the 
requested samples was the fault of the subject/individual and not the 
Operator. 
6.2.5 If the second or third samples are lacking due to instrument failure, the 
Operator should attempt to utilize another instrument or have blood 
drawn. 
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7. Troubleshooting Procedure 
Proper testing procedure by certified Operators is necessary in order to provide 
accurate results. 
7.1 Performance verification: If, when performing the periodic performance 
verification, the instrument falls outside the limits of the verification, the 
troubleshooting guide should be used. 
NOTE: This is a guide for troubleshooting performance verifications outside the 
verification limits and the procedure is recommended to streamline and isolate the 
potential cause ofthe problem. Strict adherence to the guidelines is not required. 
7.1.1 The three sources of uncertainty when performing the periodic 
performance verifications are in the simulator setup and Operator 
technique, the simulator performance verification solution, and the 
instrument calibration itself. 
7.1.2 If the first performance verification is outside the verification limits, the 
simulator setup and technique of the Operator performing the verification 
should be evaluated. The simulator should be evaluated to ensure that it is 
hooked up properly, uses short hoses, is properly warmed, is within 
temperature, the Operator blow technique is not too hard or soft, and that 
the Operator does not stop blowing until after the sample is taken. 
7.1.2.1 The performance verification should be run a second time 
7.1.2.2 If the performance verification is within the verification limits on 
the second try, the instrument passes the performance verification. 
7.1.3 If the second performance verification is outside the verification limits, 
then the performance verification solution should be evaluated next. 
7.1.3.1 The performance verification solution should be changed to a fresh 
solution. 
7.1.3.2 The solution should be warmed for approximately 15 minutes, or 
until the temperature is within range, and the simulator lid is as 
warm as the simulator jar. 
7.1.3.3 The performance verification may then be repeated. 
7.1.4 If the third performance verification is outside the verification limits, the 
instrument must be taken out of service and sent to the ISPFS or an 
approved service provider. 
7.1.5 Upon return from service, the instrument should be recertified by ISPFS 
before being put back into service. 
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7.2 Thermometers: 
7.2.1 If a bubble forms in the thermometer, the Operator or BTS can place the 
thermometer in a freezer to draw the mercury (or equivalent) into the bulb 
of the thermometer. This should disperse the bubble. 
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8. Minors in PossessionlMinors in Consumption Procedure 
Breath testing instruments certified by ISPFS are often used in investigating violations of 
Idaho Code § 23-949 (punishment set forth by I.e. § 18-1502) or Idaho Code § 23-604 
(punishment set forth by 1.e.18-l502), wherein a person under twenty-one (21) years of 
age is deemed to have possessed and consumed alcohol. Unlike the Driving Under the 
Influence statutes and their associations with per se limits of 0.08 and 0.20, a specific 
level of alcohol is not required to prove a violation of I.C. § 23-949 or § 23-604. There is 
no requirement that the State prove the person is impaired by alcohol. Rather, the 
presence or absence of alcohol is a determining factor for proving the offense. Therefore, 
there is a different standard operating procedure associated with this type of charge. The 
main purpose of the procedure outlined below is to rule out "mouth alcohol" as a 
potential contributing factor to the results given during the breath testing done for 
MIPIMIC cases. 
8.1 15 minute observation period: The monitoring/observation period is not required 
for the MIPIMIC procedure. The duplicate samples, separated by approximately 
2 minutes or more and within the 0.02 correlation, provide the evidence of 
consistent sample delivery, the absence of "mouth alcohol" as well as the absence 
ofRFI (radio frequency interference) as a contributing factor to the results of the 
breath test. 
8.2 MTPIMTC requirements: 
8.2.1 The breath alcohol test must be administered by an operator currently 
certified in the use of that instrument. 
8.2.2 The instrument used must be certified by ISPFS. 
8.2.2.1 The instrument only needs to be initially certified by ISPFS. Initial 
certification shows that the instrument responds to alcohols and not 
to acetone. 
8.2.2.2 The instrument used does not need to meet other requirements set 
forth in previous sections of this SOP. It does not need to be 
checked regularly or periodically with any of the 0.08 or 0.20 
solutions. 
8.2.3 False teeth, partial plates, or bridges installed or prescribed by a dentist or 
physician do not need to be removed to obtain a valid test. 
8.2.4 The officer should have the individual being tested remove all loose 
foreign material from their mouth before testing. The officer may allow 
the individual to briefly rinse their mouth out with water prior to the 
breath testing. 
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8.2.5 Any material containing alcohol left in the mouth during the entirety of the 
breath testing sampling could contribute to the results in the breath testing 
sequence. (For clarification refer to section 8.1) 
8.3 Procedure: 
A complete breath alcohol test includes two (2) valid breath samples taken from 
the subject and preceded by an air blank. The duplicate breath samples do not 
need to be consecutive samples. The individual breath samples should be 2 
minutes or more apart, to allow for the dissipation of potential mouth alcohol 
contamination. 
NOTE: A deficient or insufficient sample does not automatically 
invalidate a test sample. 
8.3.1 If the subject/individual fails or refuses to provide a duplicate adequate 
sample as requested by the operator, the single test result will be 
considered valid. 
8.3.1.1 The operator may repeat the testing sequence as required by 
circumstances. 
8.3.1.2 The operator should use a new mouthpiece for each individual 
and for each series of tests (i.e. complete set of breath testing 
samples). 
8.3.2 A third breath sample is required if the first two results differ by more than 
0.02. 
8.3.2.1 The results for duplicate breath samples should correlate within 
0.02 to indicate the absence of alcohol contamination in the 
subject's breath pathway (mouth alcohol), show consistent sample 
delivery, and indicates the absence of RFI as a contributing factor 
to the breath results. 
8.3.2.2 In the event that all three samples fall outside the 0.02 correlation, 
and the officer suspects that mouth alcohol could have been a 
contributing factor, then they should administer a 15 minute 
observation period and then retest the subject. If mouth alcohol is 
not suspected, then the officer may reinstruct the individual in the 
proper breath sample technique and retest the subject without 
administering a 15 minute observation. 
8.3.3 The operator should manually log test results and/or retain printouts for 
possible use in court. 
8.3.4 The instrument should not be in passive mode for the testing of subjects 
for the purposes of the previous sections. 
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8.4 Passive mode: 
8.4.1 The passive mode of testing using the Lifeloc FC20 or ASIIl should be 
used for testing liquids or containers of liquid for the presence or absence 
of alcohol. 
8.4.2 The passive mode can be used for screening purposes on individuals who 
are required to provide breath samples whenever requested by a law 
enforcement agency. Example may include but are not limited to: 
probationers, work release, parolees, prison inmates, etc. 
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SOlllfc:e/1Jre,vi,del'/Utalllui;llctUfI!f of an alcohol simulator solution shall be I;;AliJUI_Hl 
2mw.mp,rI as a vendor pn~nltXe:d alcohol simulator solutions for distribution within Idaho. 
Breath Alcohol Test: A series of separate breath sequence. 
Breath Alcohol A sequence of events as determined the Idaho State Police Forensic Services. which 
may be directed instrument or the operator, but not both. and may consist of air blanks, 
ver1f'ication, intemal standard checks. and breath ,,<u.up'."". 
Breath (HTS): An operator who has an advanced class 
Idabo State Police Forensic Sen·ices. BTS certification is valid for 26 calendar months and 
26th month. 
C(,l'tificat(' A cel1ificate that the prt~lItixed alcohol solutions used for nert~'ln~:lce verification have 
am)fo','ed for use the ISPFS. 
Certificfltt' of A certificate ms;trll~t1~n! has been evaluated the 
ISPFS and found to be suitable for forensic alcohol of 2111 Idaho State Police 
Forensic Services Lab 'YiL""'!<'" and the effective date of the instnunent 
A distinction 
1e Bureau of Forensic Services, the ISPFS is dedicated 
system of Idaho. ISPFS is the administrative for the 
}IlP/MIC: An abbreviation used to posse'SSllon or mmor 1ll ofalct,hol. 
"~,~.".~,,, •. C('rtification: The condition satisfied the for auuu"""",,"U';':' breath alcohol tests as 
is valid for 26 calendar months and of the 26t11 established the ISPFS. 
month. 
certified Breath 
to administer breath alcohol tests. 
or uncertified breath alcohol operators. 
A verification of the accuracy of the breath 
solution, Perfonnance verification should be rPr,.-.11rPfl 
instmment 
decimal 
a simulator and a 
While ISPFS uses 
per1,p'11lllmlce verification, rnanufacturers and others may use a tel111 such as "calibration check" or "simulator check." 
A prellllx,~d alcohol solution used for field peldom13m:e verifications. The 
Rect'rtificatioll 
continuation of their 
ISPFS. 
class for ce11ified np'I·~",m'''1 
\nc»'n.'m·or BTS status for an additional 26 months. 
of which results ill 
I>D .. ir"I!I\,~,"nH",'iT", P('l'iod/Dt'privation PeriodJObs{,l'vatioll Pt>riod: IS-minute 
breath alcohol test. in which an officer monitors the test 
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Sections L 2. 3 
21.4.2.2.3.22.4. 
Ami 2.2 ,10 
2.1.3.2.1.4.1. 2.1.9 
Aleo-Sensor and 5000 calibration checks 
Deleted sections on and urine .JUH~V"_J 
for alcohol determination 
Hl' .. <UH..!U record manag;ement 
1'1mn11"'o 0.20 simulator solution 
"two print cards" 
to "must". 
u ..... "'",., of 0.20 calibration \..H'Al\..". 
FC20 
aHow use of the 0.20 
Clalification: a check" consists a 
of in sequence and both "'UJ.Jf..',, .. J 











13 .. 2008 
13.2008 
U\;';'.\;.;H.llJ,-l 1. 2008 
2009 
Clarification: Added and to the 0.080 and July 7. 2009 
0.200 calibration checks. within 24 hours a test. 
TIle official time and date check is the 
and date on or the time and date 
whichel'er to the calibration 
check in section 2.1.3 or 2.1.4.1. 
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Rf>vision Efft'ctiyt' daff> 
8/20/2010 
History 
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Analysis for Alcohol in Breath by Approved 
Instruments. 
4 and Operator Certification 
state. 
Revision 0 Effective 8/20/2010 
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4.1 
4.3 
4.1.1 instrument shall a 
results which must agree 





are no grace or 
1 
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4.4.5 
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5.1 
Breath Instruments 









IV.,I';CU once per 
evelY 
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to 
34.5°C in 
An agency may mn additional perionnance veI:lm::aT:lOn at 
their discretion. 
10 
6. Evidentiary Testing Procedure 
6.1 




by a or 
event that 
Revision 0 Effective 8/20/2010 





two by more than 
within 
test printouts use Ul 
as the the results or the instrument pnntouts can be 
court 
Revision 0 Effective 8/20/2010 
14ofl7 
smnples was 
<:"('A""I or third are H."',.",,)", due to 
attempt to utilize alHHn(:r 








run a Se(:OIlIQ 
tlY, 
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point the instnmlent 
""""T'r""",,, service provider. 
an operator cunently 
nn~"f'nl'ij3r1 by a or 
a valid test. 
alcohol test includes two (2) valid 
Dre~Ce(lea by air 
2 minutes to 
or not 
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